
Developing a strategy is critical for any organisation, but 
equally – if not more - important is having a mechanism 
to put that strategy into action. Many companies develop 
ambitious strategic plans, but lack a coherent approach to 
managing their execution. Consequently, key management 
decisions and initiatives often remain disconnected from the 
company’s strategy and fail to have the desired impact on 
performance. To implement business strategies effectively, 
companies need sound performance management practices.   

This report, developed in collaboration between Vlerick 
Business School and Robert Half explores how companies 
can make significant progress in implementing and taking 
full advantage of their performance management systems. 
It highlights potential challenges and offers a framework to 
optimise company performance.
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Key insights

Performance management is a strategic and integrated approach to delivering sustainable business 
performance. Performance management ensures that a business takes the right actions to implement 
strategy and create value. The backbone for performance management is to operate a systematic 
process of planning, target setting, measurement, monitoring, evaluating and rewarding. 

Performance management is intrinsically linked to having the right talent. Having a high-performing 
company is linked to having the right talent and to developing strong proactive recruitment plans. It is 
therefore important to identify and address critical capability gaps. It is not only a matter of defining 
objectives, but also of having the right people to make things happen. 

The context of performance management largely drives its effectiveness. Performance management 
is more than simply imposing a formal process for keeping business performance on track. A smoothly-
running performance management process is, by itself, a necessary but not sufficient condition for 
business success. It is the context that drives the effectiveness, and can be described in terms of four 
building blocks – the strategic, informational, organisational and cultural enablers of performance 
management - which ensure that performance is fully embedded in the organisation. 

Performance management goes beyond financial performance. Performance management can  
and should be more than just focusing on how a business strategy can be translated into better  
financial results. Companies must determine what they stand for and who they stand with. These 
questions fundamentally affect the way performance is measured, and are important for managers  
to take into account. Recently, concerns over sustainability have evolved the conversation from largely 
one of financial priorities to a broader context and definition of performance management. 

“Typically companies that do good for society are typically 
also the ones that perform well financially.”

Regine Slagmulder, 
Professor of Accounting and Control at Vlerick Business School

“The increasing attention being paid to ‘happy profit’ is moving 
 companies to stop hiding behind hard financial targets.”

Philippe Cavadini, 
CFO at ZenithOptimedia

The search for the ‘holy grail’ of excellent and sustainable performance is  
an ongoing pursuit of most organisations
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Challenges in performance management

It is widely understood that managing performance is crucial to organisational success. However, despite 
the abundance of tools and frameworks, many companies still struggle to make significant progress in 
implementing and taking full advantage of their performance management systems. 

“Translating strategy across all levels and departments of an organisation is challenging 
and forces leaders to ask some critical questions: How to gain employee support? 
How to understand what strategy means to them? How to foster cross-departmental 
collaboration? These questions need to be addressed before strategic performance 
management can take shape.”

Joël Poilvache, 
Director at Robert Half

  A consistent lack of strategic alignment 
and shared strategic purpose across  
the business. 

  Not having the right talent and expertise 
in the organisation.

  Strategy is insufficiently integrated 
into the day-to-day activities of many 
organisations. 

  The performance management system 
is not regularly updated and maintained 
after implementation. 

  Performance management takes place 
in organisational silos as opposed to 
following an integrated process approach. 

  An overemphasis on formal scorecards 
and systems, and not enough attention 
being paid to the mindsets and 
behaviours of employees.

What are the most common challenges in performance management?
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An integrated view on performance management

Engaging culture 
and mindset

A journey to effective performance management

The performance management process
Performance management is a systematic process that involves five consecutive steps: 

1. Senior management needs to set the direction through the use of strategic and financial planning. 

2. These plans need to be translated into a coherent set of performance aspirations and targets to 
be cascaded throughout the organisation. 

3. The organisation must agree on a focused set of indicators to measure performance. 

4. The organisation’s progress in strategy implementation is monitored and reported. 

5. Employees are evaluated and rewarded on the basis of their achievements. 

The four building blocks of performance management
Having a well-structured and smoothly-running performance management process is not, however, 
sufficient to create a high-performing organisation. Important boundary conditions need to be fulfilled 
on four critical dimensions – clear strategy and aspirations, robust systems and processes, supportive 
organisational capabilities and an engaging culture and mindset. 

Strategic context Stakeholder value

Evaluation
and

rewards

Strategic and
financial
planning

Target
setting and
cascading

Monitoring
execution Defining KPIs

to measure
performance

Performance
Management

Clear strategy 
and aspirations 

Supportive 
organisational 
capabilities

Source: Reproduced with permission of Vlerick Business School

Robust systems 
and processes 
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One of the key characteristics of high-performing organisations lies in the use of a strategy-focused 
approach to performance management. For high-performing companies, performance management 
is not only a matter of describing what they are planning to achieve, it is committing the organisation to 
actually getting things done in line with their strategic intent.   

• High-performing companies set their aspirations as stretch goals inspired by external market and 
competitive benchmarks. Target setting needs to be aspirational and contain a healthy degree of 
stretch, with clear milestones for performance delivery. Companies must be evaluated and rewarded on 
the basis of their results in relation to those competitive targets.

• High-performing companies manage both performance and corporate ‘health’. It is important to 
balance performance metrics in such a way that the organisation focuses not only on delivering impact 
today (performance), but also on building capacity and capability to sustain and improve performance 
over time (health). 

• High-performing companies explicitly use scenario planning and/or stress-testing. Instead of 
relying on a single future scenario organisations could benefit from applying scenario planning or 
stress-testing to make sure that the strategies being developed and executed are sufficiently robust in 
today’s volatile environment.

“What’s the point of measuring your speed when 
you’re driving in the wrong direction?”

Regine Slagmulder, 
Professor of Accounting and Control at Vlerick Business School

Clear strategy and aspirations 
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Robust systems and processes 

“Goals are set on a high level and it is crucial to communicate those goals to all levels 
of your organisation as well as to translate them, so everyone understands their role in 
the bigger picture. It’s all about communication and translation.”

Youri Van Der Zwalmen, 
Director Property & Facility Management at Quares 

“It’s not only about setting goals, but also about cascading them down to the individual 
level. This is not only beneficial for every employee’s development and performance, but 
also allows multinationals to do cross-country comparisons to measure performance.”

Karl Haberkorn, 
Managing Director at UPS Belgium NV/SA & UPS Luxembourg SARL

“Performance and remuneration should go hand in hand. In addition to individual 
financial incentive, rewarding teams for their collective performance not only has a 
positive impact on the functioning of the team, but also promotes the understanding of 
wider company strategy. Remuneration facilitates this.”

Sylvia Blockx, 
Director at Robert Half

For a well-functioning performance management system, it is imperative to ensure clear communication 
of the desired outcomes and the ways in which they can be achieved.

• High-performing companies focus their performance management system on a set of key  
value drivers and cascade them throughout the organisation. It is important that all employees 
understand the strategy and conduct their day-to-day business in ways that contribute to its success.  
 

• High-performing companies ensure clear accountability by aligning people’s goals and objectives 
with the company priorities. The performance management process should further encourage 
accountability and commitment to organisation-wide performance improvement objectives. 

• High-performing companies directly link rewards and recognition to the performance of both 
departments and individuals. Aligning goals, measures and rewards with the strategy as it evolves 
will ensure that the actions of managers and employees are consistent with the shared strategic goals, 
rather than with narrowly-based departmental interests.  
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Introducing a performance management system requires a considerable amount of attention and 
effort from the organisation to its employees. For performance management to have a lasting and truly 
transformational impact, supportive organisational capabilities are needed.

• High-performing companies match business strategy to talent management to identify and 
address critical capability gaps. Optimising performance also entails competing for resources. Often 
organisations that want to improve their performance lack the necessary resources and capacity to do 
so. It is not only a matter of defining objectives, but also of having the right people at the right place to 
make things happen.

“With a clear understanding of strategy, targets and KPIs, companies are well 
positioned to develop a recruitment strategy that is tailored to their specific needs. 
Approaching workforce planning strategically and proactively is undoubtedly 
a best practice of organisations aiming for higher performance.”

Frédérique Bruggeman, 
Managing Director Belux at Robert Half

Supportive organisational capabilities 

• High-performing companies foster positive interactions and collaboration within and between 
departments rooted in high levels of mutual trust. It is important to adopt the right management 
style. Positive interactions and collaboration, combined with an environment of trust and dialogue,  
will induce employees to take responsibility for their actions and performance. 
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For performance management to be effective it is also important to create an engaging organisational 
culture. This requires setting ambitious performance standards to derive maximum value from the 
delegation of authority and empowerment, clear accountabilities and an organisation-wide  
commitment to performance. 

• High-performing companies create an engaged workforce that embraces an organisation-wide 
commitment to performance excellence. Providing sufficient support, such as training or coaching, 
will help ensure that employees have the necessary skills and feel enabled and empowered to reach 
mutually-agreed targets. Providing regular feedback will also help to create a workplace where 
people not only feel appreciated, recognised and supported, but also challenged to attain ambitious 
performance standards.

“Performance measurement should go hand in hand with coaching and talent 
management.”

Jan Van Calster, 
Managing Director at Marsh

“A company’s performance is intrinsically linked to a company’s talent development 
strategy. Not only does it focus on coaching and feedback, but also on succession 
planning and identifying potential skill gaps that may impact business results.”

Frédérique Bruggeman, 
Managing Director Belux at Robert Half

• High-performing companies are open to challenging the status quo and embracing renewal. 
High-performing organisations also succeed in positively stretching people to adapt to change. 
When team members see their job environment as a fulfilling place to work, they tend to be strongly 
motivated to contribute to company strategy and goals. 

“We live in a world that is changing very fast. Economic cycles are getting shorter and 
the mission today is to go beyond the financial aspect while encouraging employees to 
be open to change. There should be a readiness and willingness to change.”

Philippe Cavadini, 
CFO at ZenithOptimedia 

Engaging culture and mindset 
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Conclusion

Effective performance management should not only be viewed as a mechanism for achieving 
organisational coordination and financial control, but also as an enabler for making the right  
strategic decisions. 

When implementing performance management systems, a company must avoid the pitfall of thinking 
exclusively in terms of formal systems and processes. It would be a fatal mistake to neglect the critical 
role of culture: having the right talent and an engaged workforce combined with comprehensive 
communication and training, and the creation of an adequate level of performance discipline 
throughout the organisation. Effective performance management has an impact on the way people 
think and behave, and is therefore a powerful mechanism for change. 

A strong performance culture is increasingly becoming a source of competitive advantage in business. 
Competitors can often mimic a successful strategy; what they cannot reproduce quickly is an engaged 
workforce and a superior performance culture.
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A strong performance culture is one of the key drivers of successful strategy execution 
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Tooling up for success:  
Developing a proactive recruitment plan

1. Align talent needs with strategy. Having a clear understanding of company targets and the 
resulting projects and workloads can help determine which skills are required. Systematically 
linking strategy to talent acquisition, development and retention therefore allows companies 
to effectively manage and pursue set goals. Understanding and agreeing on the required 
expertise is just as important as determining the objectives and targets.

2. Conduct a skills audit. Competency assessment is essential for successfully translating 
strategic efforts into action. Assess which team members bring the requisite technical and 
soft skills to reach desired targets and identify competency gaps.

3. Invest in professional development. Developing talent through mentorship, professional 
development and leadership training programmes helps enhance the necessary skills for 
employees to maximise their performance potential. These schemes should be revised 
regularly to ensure that employee skills align with the changing work environment and 
business needs.

4. Identify external resources. Having identified competency gaps, it is essential to proactively 
and continuously manage the external talent pipeline. Permanent headcount can be 
supplemented by interim resources to fill critical skill requirements, particularly for project 
initiatives, where specialised expertise is required for key milestones. Temporary staff can 
also help manage day-to-day workloads, freeing up permanent resources for critical tasks.

5. Recruit efficiently and effectively. The most highly-skilled professionals have options. 
Companies that delay the hiring process or fail to involve the right decision-makers early on 
risk losing their top choices to competing organisations. Companies are investing in growth 
initiatives and are therefore increasing hiring, resulting in a skills shortage that is rapidly 
permeating the market. Having a clear overview of recruitment priorities and process will be 
advantageous in the war for talent. 
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